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that is a lot offat dogs. On the one
hand, it doesu-t matter, because one of
the main problems with obesity is the
stigma, and dogs don't have abody-im-
age hierarchy. They are much more
likely to shun a dog that runs up to the
pack too fast, without due respect for
the group dynamic (this is what hap-
pens to my dog: well, it is the only way

he pet obesity figures
released this weekby the
People's Dispensaryfor
Sick Animals (PDSA) range
between 30% and 5o%, but
whichever wayyou cut it,

I can account for the fact that he has no
friends. He isn't fat, and he doesft have
smelly ears). There are also elements to
obesity that we can accept in dogs,
which we would be unable to accept in
humans. For instance, some breeds are
just born for a bit oflard (labradors
being a common example), and even
though it's not particularly good for
them, that's just the way they are.

But if they're fat and always too
tired to go for a walk and will end up
dying early, then that's a disaster:
the only point to these creatures is a
beautiful relationship that's fun for

them, and fun for us too. If we're
going to feel guilty and they,re going -

to feel depressed, then that is totally
futile. It's like keeping a herd of sheep
and not eating them.

Elaine Pendlebury, senior vet at the
PDSA, says that, while of course this
isn't complicated (less food, more
exercise), there might be some
confusion about how much walking a
dog needs. "An energetic Border collie
might need ro miles a day,', she says.
That sounds like a lot, but a dog offa
lead will cover much more ground than
you anyway. Probably, as long as you
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New figures show a third of our
pets maybe overweight. We've
only ourselves to blame, says
ZoeWilfiams. So how can you
keep your animal fit and lean?
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Sharon Bolt, who runs the dogwelfare
website Good-Dogs.co.uk, suggests
monitoringyour dog's weight by
running your hands over its ribs, spine
and hips. "Theirbones shouldn t be
prominent, but you should at least be
able to feel them," she says. She also
says the base ofyour dog's tail should
be smooth. "When a dog gets over-
weight, that's where the fat deposits.,,
Iliet Owners simply give their dogs
too many treats, says Bolt. '.For every
biscuit they eat, the dog often gets one
too. And of course these are laden with
refined sugars." She recommends
keeping snacks to a maximum of one
a day - and replacing biscuits with
dried fish, fruit and carrots.
Exercise A dog needs a minimum of
45 minutes'walking a day- during
which it should play a ball game ..until
it starts to pant". . :",
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